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Leading Wi-Fi tools for designing, surveying, testing and troubleshooting wireless networks with best-in-class spectral analyzes and thermal
maps. Automation and instrumental testing of corporate networks All modern service providers offer convenient testing and analysis tools
such as dynamic test packets, firewall, tunnel protocols, and VPN protocols. With the necessary experience, knowledge and technical
infrastructure, Wi-ViTM has the ability to work with any of these methods, and can also offer optional upgrades to test packages and analysis
tools. Inventa is an official trading partner of Wi-Microsoft, combining its service products and competencies in the field of service
maintenance and user training. The condition for the free implementation of Wi-Net is the existence of a valid Wi-Manager technical support
contract. Wi-power service center is an authorized service partner of WiMax vendor - Clarion Networks. Comprehensive survey of buildings
and structures, including public buildings and those built under the "Safe City" program, diagnostics and, at the request of the Customer, a
comprehensive survey of local networks. The work of the Wi-LiTO technical center is based on the highest qualifications of the staff, which
allows us to offer high-level security services. OOO "Instrumentalnaya kompaniya" LLC "PTF "ZiloAvtoGaz" We are ready to offer you the
most advanced technological solutions in the field of robotics and remote technologies from leading manufacturers! On our website you can
get acquainted with the detailed technical characteristics, buy or order the equipment you are interested in! The complex of equipment
supplied by Zond-Avtomatika provides: automatic registration, formation and transfer to the server of the automated process control system;
display, storage and, if necessary, editing of data; archiving of information according to the schedule. The data is transmitted to the server of
the automated vehicle engine control system (ASUDD). The on-board network of cars produced and planned for production by the State
Unitary Enterprise PO "Ulyanovsk Automobile Plant" (UAZ, Volga, Gazelle, Sobol, GAZ-330273, GAZ-5301, GAZelle Business) is
equipped with on-board controllers of the STK type ( STC-K ) next
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